IT professionals seek strong mission control...

How can we elevate security without increasing IT overhead for managing a 2FA solution?

How can we maintain visibility and compliance with our IT ecosystem sprawled across on-prem, virtual, and cloud resources, as well as BYOD?

How can we scale to 1,000 or 10,000 users, while keeping 2FA lifecycle administration low?

A next generation solution provides...

FRICHTLESS MANAGEMENT FOR IT ADMINISTRATORS

Fully Automated Workflows
Solution-Management by Exception
Single audit trail of all access events
User Self-service portal
Secure access from any device
Over-the-air dispatch of software tokens

FRICHTLESS AUTHENTICATION FOR USERS

Range of 2FA tokens and tokenless methods
Federated Login to the cloud

Users are saying:

I forgot my token! Now what?!
Not another password!

A next generation solution provides...

RANGE OF 2FA TOKENS AND TOKENLESS METHODS

Federated Login to the cloud

IT ecosystem hampers security and compliance. But secure employee access doesn’t have to equal entropy.

A FRAGMENTED IT ecosystem hampers security and compliance. But secure employee access doesn’t have to equal entropy.

Gemalto’s next generation solutions offer...

Frictionless Management for IT Administrators
Frictionless Authentication for Users
Complete Use Case Coverage

- Fully automated workflows
- Single point of management
- Native identity federation
- Choice of on-prem or as-a-service platforms
- Broad range of authentication methods
- Lower TCO

For more information, visit us at:
www.gemalto.com/enterprise-security/identity-access-management
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